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Abstract
We show that the occupation measure  on the path of a planar Brownian motion run for
an arbitrary nite time interval has an average density of order three with respect to the gauge
function '(t) = t2 log(1=t). In other words, almost surely,
lim
#0
1
logjlog j
Z 1=e

(B(x; t))
'(t)
dt
jt log tj = 2 at -almost every x:
We also prove a renement of this statement: Almost surely, at -almost every x,
lim
#0
1
logjlog j
Z 1=e

n (B(x;t))
'(t)
o dt
jt log tj =
Z 1
0
fag a e
−a da;
in other words, the distribution of the '-density function under the averaging measures of order
three converges to a gamma distribution with parameter two. c© 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
AMS classication: 28A75; 28A80; 60G17; 60J65
Keywords: Brownian motion; Occupation measure; Average density; Logarithmic averages;
Density distribution; Pathwise Kallianpur{Robbins law
1. Introduction
In order to study the ne local properties of fractal sets and measures Bedford and
Fisher (1992) introduced a hierarchy of average densities of dierent orders. Whereas
the classical densities fail to exist for fractal measures, see for example, Mattila (1995),
the average densities of order two were shown to exist for a wide range of fractal mea-
sures, such as deterministic and random self-similar sets, mixing repellers or random
measures related to stable processes, see Bedford and Fisher (1992), Patzschke and
M. Zahle (1994), Falconer (1992) and Falconer and Xiao (1995). Average densities
were also used to characterize geometric regularity of sets, see Falconer and Springer
(1995), Marstrand (1996), Morters (1997), or symmetry properties of measures, see
Morters (to appear).
For the class of random measures given by the occupation measures on the path of
Brownian motions in dierent dimensions, the density problem is understood in the
following situations:
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 For Brownian motion on the real line, with probability one, the classical one-
dimensional density of the occupation measure  exists -almost everywhere.
This is the local time of Paul Levy.
 For Brownian motion in dimension three and larger, with probability one, the
two-dimensional average densities of order two of the occupation measure  exist
-almost everywhere. This was shown by Falconer and Xiao (1995).
In this paper we show that for the occupation measure of planar Brownian motion,
with probability one, the average density of order three with respect to the gauge
function '(t) = t2 log(1=t) exists and equals two at -almost every point. The average
density of order two fails to exist.
This result on the average density of planar Brownian motion is remarkable in two
ways. First, it seems to be the rst instance of average densities with a gauge function
other than '(t) = t. Note that this is neither the case for the occupation measure of
Brownian motion in dimensions d>3 nor for the local time measure on the zero-set of
a one-dimensional Brownian motion, although both cases have exact dimension gauges
with iterated logarithmic correction factors. Second, this seems to be the rst natural
appearance of an average of third order in the context of average densities. However,
a similar phenomenon was observed by Brosamler (1973) in his study of the long
time behaviour of additive functionals of planar Brownian motion and recently limit
theorems involving order three averages have been a subject of interest in probability
theory, see for example, Foldes (1992) or Marcus and Rosen (1995).
Various renements and generalizations of the average density approach of Bedford
and Fisher were suggested, see for example, Graf (1995) or Morters (to appear). One
of them is the concept of density distributions or lacunarity distributions, which was
suggested by Bedford and Fisher (1992). In this paper we study the density distribu-
tions of the occupation measure of planar Brownian motion. More precisely, we show
that, with probability one, the distribution of the '-density function at the origin with
respect to a random scale distributed according to the averaging measure of order three
converges to the standard exponential distribution. This can be interpreted as a path-
wise version of the two-dimensional Kallianpur{Robbins law. A similar result holds at
almost every point of the path of a planar Brownian motion. Here the limiting distri-
bution is the distribution of the sum of two standard exponentially distributed random
variables, which is a gamma distribution with parameter two.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we recall the denitions concerning
average densities, density distributions and Brownian occupation measure and state our
theorems. In Section 3 we give the proof of the existence of the average densities of
order three and disprove the existence of average densities of order two. In Section 4
we extend these results in order to prove the existence of the density distributions of
order three.
2. Average densities and density distributions
We recall the denition of the average densities, which is due to Bedford and Fisher
(1992). Let  be a locally nite Borel measure on Rd and suppose that '(t) = t for
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some 066d or some other gauge function. For every positive integer n> 0 dene
the averaging measures of order n as the family (An ) given byZ
ftg dAn (t) =
1
an(1=)
Z 1=
1=bn
f1=tg Kn(t) dt =
1
an(1=)
Z bn

ftg Kn(1=t)
dt
t2
for 0<  < bn; (1)
with bn = [exp(n)(−1)]−1; an(x) = log(n−1)(x) and Kn(x) = (d=dx)(an(x)), where
exp(n); log(n) denotes the nth iterate of exp, respectively, log, and ftg is the point mass
in t. The averaging measures of order n are the Hardy{Riesz log averages composed
with the mapping t 7! 1=t. Further material on these averaging procedures can be found
in Fisher (1987) or Bedford and Fisher (1992).
Denote by B(x; t) the closed ball of radius t around x 2 Rd. The average density of
order n with respect to ' of  at x is the limit
lim
#0
Z
(B(x; t))
'(t)
dAn (t)
if it exists. In particular, the average density of order two is
lim
#0
1
jlog j
Z 1

(B(x; t))
'(t)
dt
t
and the average density of order three is
lim
#0
1
logjlog j
Z 1=e

(B(x; t))
'(t)
dt
jt log tj :
The basic properties of average densities are listed in Bedford and Fisher (1992).
As a renement of the notion of average density Bedford and Fisher (1992) suggested
to study the limit of the distributions of the density function (B(x; t))='(t) with respect
to the averaging measures of order n as  # 0. More explicitly, for a xed measure ,
gauge function ' and x 2 Rd, dene a probability distribution on the real line asZ
n (B(x; t))
'(t)
o dAn (t);
where fag stands for the point mass in a. The '-density distribution or lacunarity
distribution of order n of  at x is the limit in the sense of weak convergence, as  # 0,
of these distributions, if it exists. Explicitly written, the '-density distribution of order
three at x is dened as the measure P on the real line such that, for all continuous,
bounded functions F : R! R,Z
F(a) dP(a) = lim
#0
1
logjlog j
Z 1=e

F

(B(x; t))
'(t)
 dt
jt log tj :
Now look at the particular case of planar Brownian motion. Throughout this paper
we assume that (Bt)t2R is a Brownian motion in the plane with B0 = 0. For any nite
interval [t0; t1] we dene the occupation measure or occupation time of the Brownian
motion to be the random measure [t0; t1] given by
[t0; t1](A) =Lft 2 [t0; t1] : Bt 2 Ag;
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where L denotes Lebesgue measure. It was shown by Ray (1963) and Taylor (1964)
that [t0; t1] coincides with a constant multiple of the Hausdor measure on the graph
fBt : t 2 [t0; t1]g for the gauge function t2log(1=t)log log log(1=t). The main result of
this paper is the existence of the average densities of order three for the occupation
measures at almost every point.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose  = [0; T ] is the occupation measure of a planar Brownian
motion run for a nite time interval of arbitrary length T > 0 and dene the gauge
function '(t) = t2log(1=t). Then the following statements hold with probability one:
(1) The average density of order three with respect to ' exists at -almost every x
and we have
lim
#0
1
logjlog j
Z 1=e

(B(x; t))
'(t)
dt
jt log tj = 2 :
(2) At -almost every x the average density of order two with respect to ' fails to
exist.
Our second theorem determines the density distributions for the occupation measure of
planar Brownian motion.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose  = [0; T ] is the occupation measure of a planar Brownian
motion run for a nite time interval of arbitrary length T > 0 and dene the gauge
function '(t) = t2 log(1=t). Then the following statements hold with probability one:
(1) The '-density distribution of order three of  at the origin exists and is equal
to a standard exponential distribution. More explicitly,
lim
#0
1
logjlog j
Z 1=e

n (B(0; t))
'(t)
o dt
jt log tj =
Z 1
0
fag e−a da:
(2) The '-density distribution of order three of  exists at -almost every x and
equals a gamma distribution with parameter two, which is the distribution of
the sum of two independent standard exponentially distributed random variables.
More explicitly,
lim
#0
1
logjlog j
Z 1=e

n (B(x; t))
'(t)
o dt
jt log tj =
Z 1
0
fag ae−a da :
Remarks.
 The rst statement can be interpreted as a pathwise version of the two-dimensional
Kallianpur{Robbins law, which states in one of many equivalent formulations, that
for the distribution W of planar Brownian motion
lim
t#0
Z
n (B(0; t))
'(t)
o dW = Z 1
0
fage−a da:
 Using the methods of Falconer and Xiao (1995) it can be shown that for Brownian
motion in dimensions d>3 and '(t) = t2, the '-density distributions of order
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two of the occupation measure  agrees almost surely -almost everywhere with
the distribution of the total time a d-dimensional Brownian motion spends in the
unit ball, which was calculated explicitly by Ciesielski and Taylor (1962).
 A further characteristic, which appears to be worth studying, is the tangent mea-
sure distribution of the occupation measures of a planar Brownian motion. For the
denition and results about tangent measure distributions, see for example, Bandt
(1992), Graf (1995) or Morters and Preiss (1997).
3. The order-three density of planar Brownian motion
In this section we prove Theorem 2.1. Let us rst see why we can restrict our at-
tention to the behaviour of the occupation measure at the origin. An elegant approach
to this problem is the idea of Palm distributions, which also appears in many other
branches of probability such as queuing theory or point processes. For a general refer-
ence see Kallenberg (1983), for an account from the point of view of fractal geometry
see U. Zahle (1988) or Patzschke and M. Zahle (1992, 1993). The following denition
is based on a well-known characterization theorem of Mecke.
Denition. Denoted by M(Rd), the Polish space of all locally nite Borel measures
on Rd equipped with the vague topology. The distribution P of a random measure is
a Palm distribution if, for every measurable G :M(Rd)Rd ! [0;1], the following
formula holdsZ Z
G(; u) d(u) dP() =
Z Z
G(Tu;−u) d(u) dP(); (1)
where the measure Tu is given by Tu(A) = (u+ A).
Proposition 3.1. Let T > 0 be xed and pick a random number X 2 [0; T ] uniformly
and independently of the Brownian motion. Then the distribution of the random mea-
sure [X − T; X ] is a Palm distribution.
Proof. We rst show that the random measure L[X − T; X ] dened to be Lebesgue
measure on the interval [X−T; X ] is Palm distributed. For any G :M(R)R! [0;1]
we have
Z T
0
Z 
−T
G (TuL[− T; ];−u) du d
=
Z T
0
Z 
−T
G (L[− T − u; − u];−u) du d
=
Z T
0
Z T
0
G (L[v− T; v]; v− ) dv d
=
Z T
0
Z v
v−T
G (L[v− T; v]; u) du dv: (2)
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The occupation measure [X − T; X ] is now the image measure of L[X − T; X ]
under the independent random map 0[B], where u[B] : t ! Bt+u − Bu : Denote
the distribution of Brownian motion by W and observe that, as (Bt) has stationary
increments,
W (0[  ])−1 = W (u[  ])−1 for all u 2 R: (3)
Also note that, for every  2M(R) and u 2 R,
Tuu[B]−1 = T0[B](u)[0[B]−1] and u[B](−u) = −0[B](u): (4)
Denote the distribution of [X−T; X ] by P, and use Eqs. (2){(4) and Fubini’s theorem
to get Z Z
G(; w) d(w) dP()
=
Z Z T
0
Z 
−T
G
(
L[− T; ]0[B]−1; 0[B](u)

du d dW (B)
(2)
=
Z Z T
0
Z 
−T
G
(
TuL[− T; ]0[B]−1; 0[B](−u)

du d dW (B)
=
Z T
0
Z 
−T
Z
G
(
TuL[− T; ]0[B]−1; 0[B](−u)

dW (B) du d
(3)
=
Z T
0
Z 
−T
Z
G
(
TuL[− T; ]u[B]−1; u[B](−u)

dW (B) du d
(4)
=
Z Z T
0
Z 
−T
G
(
T0[B](u)

L[− T; ]0[B]−1

;−0[B](u)

du d dW (B)
=
Z Z
G (Tw;−w) d(w) dP():
Thus, the Palm formula (1) is proved.
Corollary 3.2. The average density of the random measure [X − T; X ] exists at
the origin almost surely if and only if the average density (of the same order) of
 = [0; T ] exists -almost everywhere almost surely. Moreover, if the former is
almost surely equal to a constant c, then so is the latter.
Proof. This follows from Eq. (1) by using the function
G(; u) =

1 if the average density of  at u fails to exist;
0 otherwise;
and observing that G(Tu;−u) = 0 if and only if the average density of  at the origin
exists.
We now study the occupation measure of Brownian motion at the origin. The princi-
pal problem is that unlike Falconer and Xiao (1995) we cannot directly use the scaling
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invariance of Brownian motion
(Bt)t>0
d=

1

B2t

t>0
for  > 0;
because the rescaling procedure changes our time scale. We overcome this problem
by means of a method of Ray (1963), which is based on a subdivision technique of
Knight (1962). For this purpose x a number B > 0 and let  be the stopping time
given by
 = infft > 0 : jBt j>Bg :
Fix the occupation measure  = [0; ] of the stopped Brownian motion. For the
moment we also x a number b > 0 and dene an = Be−bn. By Nn we denote the
number of inward crossings of the annulus with radii an−1 and an that the Brownian
motion performs before it hits the sphere of radius B. Ray (1963) proved the following
lemma.
Lemma 3.3. The sequence (Nn) of random variables is a null-recurrent Markov chain
with initial value N1 = 0, individual distributions given by
P(Nn = k) =
1
n

1− 1
n
k
; (5)
and a stationary transition function given by
E

Nm jNn = k
}
=
[ + (1− )(m− n)]k
[1 + (1− )(m− n)]k+1 for m>n: (6)
Ray (1963) also showed a connection between the occupation measure of balls
around the origin and the Markov chain (Nn). For the convenience of the reader we
include the proof here. This is in order to demonstrate how the scaling invariance of
Brownian motion is used and also to correct a minor error in Ray’s statement.
Lemma 3.4. For all 0< r61, almost surely, as n!1,
 (B(0; ran)) = br2  a2n  Nn + o(na2n):
Proof. Dene stopping times
t0(!) = 0;
t2k+1(!) = infft > t2k(!) : jBt(!)j> an−1g;
t2k(!) = infft > t2k−1(!) : jBt(!)j< ang;
For any 0< r61 let
Tk = Tk(!) =
Z t2k+1(!)
t2k (!)
1fjBs(!)j6rang ds:
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Observe that
(B(0; ran)) =
NnX
k=0
Tk : (7)
As Tk depends only on the process jBt j, the Tk are independent. By the scaling invari-
ance of Brownian motion all Tk have the same distribution as a2nT (x; b) for some x on
the unit circle, where
T (x; b) = T (x; b;!) =
Z 
0
1fjXt(!)j6rg dt
for a Brownian motion Xt started at x and stopped at the time  when it rst hits the
boundary of B(0; eb). It is well known, see for example, Stroock (1993), that
ET (x; b) =
Z
B(0; r)
G(x; y) dy =
1

Z
B(0; r)
log
 jebx − e−byj
jx − yj

dy ;
where G is the Green’s function for the Laplace equation with boundary value zero on
the circle of radius eb. To evaluate the integral, dierentiate with respect to b under
the integral sign, observe that by symmetry we may assume x = 1, and use polar
coordinates and the Poisson integral formula to get
@
@b
ET (x; b) = 1
Z
B(0; r)
jebxj2 − je−byj2
je−by − ebxj2 dy =
1

Z
B(0; r)
1− je−2byj2
je−2by − 1j2 dy
=
e4b

Z re−2b
0
Z 2
0
1− %2
%2 − 2%  cos'+ 1 d' % d% = r
2:
Hence ET (x; b) = br2 for all jxj = 1 and thus EfTkg = br2  a2n. Since the Tk are
independent and T has nite fourth moment, we get, for some constant C > 0,
E
8<
:
 
NX
k=1
(Tk − br2  a2n)
!49=
;
= N  E(Tk − br2  a2n)4}+ 6

N
2
(
E

(Tk − br2  a2n)2
}2
< C  N 2a8n:
By Markov’s inequality, for every  > 0,
P
(
NX
k=1
(
Tk − br2  a2n
>   na2n
)
<
1
4n4a8n
E
8<
:
 
NX
k=1
(
Tk − br2  a2n
!49=;< C  N
2
n44
:
As the Tk are independent of Nn, using Eq. (7),
P
( (B(0; ran))− T0 − br2  a2nNn>   na2n
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= E
(
P
 
NnX
k=1
(
Tk − br2  a2n
>   na2n
!Nn
!)
< C  EfN
2
n g
n44
6
2C
n24
:
By the Borel{Cantelli lemma we get, almost surely, as n!1,
 (B(0; ran)) = T0 + br2  a2n  Nn + o(na2n):
Furthermore, T0 is bounded by the rst exit time from the ball B(0; an−1). As the
second moment of this stopping time is bounded by a constant multiple of a4n, Markov’s
inequality and the Borel{Cantelli lemma yield again that T0 = o(na2n).
Ray (1963) used this statement to show that
lim sup
t#0
(B(0; t))
t2log(1=t)log log log(1=t)
= 1 almost surely:
Denote Xn = Nn=n. We study the behaviour of the average density of  at the origin
by means of an analysis of the averages of Xn. This analysis is based on the calculation
of the moments of Xn, which can be carried out using Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 3.5. The following (in-)equalities hold for the moments of (Xi).
(1) EXi =
i − 1
i
for all i > 0,
(2) EfXiXjg = j − 1ij (i + j − 1) and CovfXi; Xjg =
j − 1
i
for i>j > 0;
(3) EfXiXjXkg  3 for all i; j; k  0.
Proof. From Eq. (5) we get
EXi =
1X
k=0
k
i
 P

Xi =
k
i

=
1X
k=0
k
i2


1− 1
i
k
=
i − 1
i
; (8)
as
P1
k=0 kq
k = q=(1− q)2 for q < 1. Now, let i  j > 0 and dierentiate Eq. (6) to
get
EfNijNj = kg = dd

EfNi jNj = kg

=1 = k + i − j: (9)
We thus get
EfXiXjg = E fEfXiXjjNjgg =
1X
k=0
k
j
 k + i − j
i


1− 1
j
k 1
j
:
As
P1
k=0 k
2qk = 2q2=(1− q)3 + q=(1− q)2 for q < 1, we obtain
EfXiXjg = j − 1ij  (i + j − 1)
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and this yields
CovfXi; Xjg = EfXiXjg − EXiEXj = j − 1i : (10)
In order to study the third moment we use that, by Lemma 3.3, for k6j6i,
E fXiXjXkg= E fEfXiXjXk jNj; Nkgg
=
1X
l=0
1X
m=0
lm
jk
 l+ i − j
i
 1
k

1− 1
k
m
 P(Nj = ljNk = m):
As before we have
1X
l=0
l P
(
Nj = l jNk = m

=
d
d

EfNj jNk = mg

=1 = m+ j − k
and, calculating the second derivative,
1X
l=0
l2 P
(
Nj = l jNk = m

=

d2
d2
+
d
d

EfNj jNk = mg

=1
=m2 + 4m(j − k) + 2(j − k)2 + (j − k):
Altogether we get, using that
P1
m=0m
3qm = 6q3=(1− q)4 + 6q2=(1− q)3 + q=(1− q)2
for q < 1, and a straightforward calculation
E fXiXjXkg6 1ijk2
1X
m=0

1− 1
k
m
 m3 + m2 (4(j − k) + (i − j))
+m
(
2(j − k)2 + (1 + i − j)(j − k)
=
k(k − 1)
k2ij
(
k(i − 3− 5j) + (j − 1)2 + i(j − 1)63:
Lemma 3.6. Almost surely, we have
lim
n!1
1
log n
nX
i=1
Xi
i
= 1:
Proof. By Lemma 3.5(a) we have
lim
n!1 E
(
1
log n
nX
i=1
Xi
i
)
= lim
n!1
1
log n
nX
i=1
i − 1
i2
= 1;
and for the variance we obtain from Lemma 3.5(b), for n  2,
Var
(
1
log n
nX
i=1
Xi
i
)
=
1
(log n)2
nX
i=1
nX
j=1
1
ij

EfXiXjg − EXiEXj

6
2
(log n)2
nX
i=1
1
i2
iX
j=1
j − 1
j
6
2
(log n)2
nX
i=1
1
i
6
6
log n
:
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Chebyshev’s inequality yields, for suciently large n,
P
  1log n
nX
i=1
Xi
i
− 1
> 
!
6P
  1log n
nX
i=1
Xi
i
− E
(
1
log n
nX
i=1
Xi
i
)> =2
!
6
24
2log n
:
Now, let sn = 2(n
2) and observe that, by the Borel{Cantelli Lemma, we have almost
surely
lim
n!1
1
(log 2) n2
snX
i=1
Xi
i
= 1:
If k is arbitrary, say with sn−16k6sn, we get
1
(log 2) n2
sn−1X
i=1
Xi
i
6
1
log k
kX
i=1
Xi
i
6
1
(log 2) (n− 1)2
snX
i=1
Xi
i
:
As both the lower and upper bound converge to 1 we get the result.
We now return to the occupation measures. Using Lemma 3.4 we can approximate
the density functions by means of the Xn.
Lemma 3.7. For every 0< r61 we have, almost surely, as n!1;
r2 e−2b  Xn+1 + o(1)6(B(0; rt))'(t)  r
2 e2b  Xn + o(1);
uniformly for every an+16t6an.
Proof. For any an+16t6an we have
a2n+1  bn+O(a2n+1)6'(t)6a2n  bn+O(a2n):
From this and Lemma 3.4 we infer
(B(0; rt))
'(t)
6
(B(0; ran))
a2n+1  bn


1 + O

1
n

6 r2

an
an+1
2
Xn + Xn  O

1
n

+ o(1)
= r2 e2b  Xn + o(1);
and analogously for the opposite inequality.
Lemma 3.8. For every 0< r61; almost surely,
lim
#0
1
logjlog j
Z 1=e

(B(0; rt))
'(t)
dt
jt log tj = r
2:
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Proof. For any an+16t6an we have, by Lemma 3.7,
r2 e−2b  Xn+1 + o(1)6(B(0; rt))'(t) 6r
2 e2b  Xn + o(1):
Note that, as k !1,Z ak
ak+1
dt
jt log tj = log
 log ak+1log ak
  logk + 1k  1k : (11)
Picking for every  > 0 the index n such that an+166an, we get, using Lemma 3.6
and (11), almost surely,
lim inf
#0
1
logjlog j
Z 1=e

(B(0; rt))
'(t)
dt
jt log tj
> lim inf
n!1
1
logjlog an+1j
Z 1=e
an
(B(0; rt))
'(t)
dt
jt log tj
= lim inf
n!1
1
log(n+ 1)
n−1X
k=1
Z ak
ak+1
(B(0; rt))
'(t)
dt
jt log tj
>e−2b r2
 
lim
n!1
1
log(n+ 1)
n−1X
k=1
Xk+1
k
!
= e−2b r2:
Analogously, we get
lim sup
#0
1
logjlog j
Z 1=e

(B(0; rt))
'(t)
dt
jt log tj6e
2b r2;
and, altogether, letting b! 0, almost surely,
lim
#0
1
logjlog j
Z 1=e

(B(0; rt))
'(t)
dt
jt log tj = r
2:
To nish the proof of the rst part of Theorem 2.1, we have to pass from the
measure  = [0; ] to the measure [X − T; X ]. Given any  > 0, we can choose
B so small that  < X with probability at least 1 −  or so large that  > X with
probability at least 1− . The monotonicity of t ! [0; t] and the independence of the
average density of the choice of B then yield, that the statement of Lemma 3.8 holds
with probability exceeding 1− 2 for the measure [0; X ]. Analogously, we can make
sure that the statement holds for the measure [X − T; 0] with probability more than
1− 2. By adding these statements we get that, with probability exceeding 1− 4,
lim
#0
1
logjlog j
Z 1=e

[X − T; X ](B(0; rt))
'(t)
dt
jt log tj = 2r
2: (12)
Finally, as  was arbitrary, Eq. (12) holds almost surely and, choosing r = 1, this
implies the rst statement of Theorem 2.1 by means of Corollary 3.2.
Now, let us look at the second statement of Theorem 2.1. Suppose that the average
density of order two of the measure [X − T; X ] at the origin exists with positive
probability. As the Brownian motion almost surely never returns to the origin, the
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average density of order two of the measures [X − T;−t] and [t; X ] at the origin
vanish almost surely, for any t>0. This implies, by Blumenthal’s 0{1 law, that the
order-two density of [X−T; X ] at the origin exists with probability one and is constant,
say equal to 2C>0. We conclude further that, for every t > 0, the order-two density
of [−t; t] at the origin equals 2C almost surely. As the Brownian motions (Bt)t>0 and
(B−t)t>0 are independent, the order-two density of [0; t] at the origin is equal to C
for every t > 0 and, with the same argument as above, for every B > 0, the average
density of order two at the origin for the occupation measure [0; ] of the Brownian
motion stopped upon crossing the circle of radius B is equal to C almost surely. For
every b > 0 we dene, as before, the Markov chain Xn. Application of Lemma 3.7
yields, almost surely,
C  e−2b6 lim inf
n!1
1
n
nX
i=1
Xi6 lim sup
n!1
1
n
nX
i=1
Xi6C  e2b:
By Lemma 3.3 the distribution of the sums (1=n)
Pn
i=1 Xi is independent of the
choice of b > 0 and hence the assumption implies that (1=n)
Pn
i=1 Xi converges to C
almost surely.
Lemma 3.9. We have
lim
n!1 Var
(
1
n
nX
i=1
Xi
)
=
1
2
; (13)
and also
sup
n
E
8<
:
 
1
n
nX
i=1
Xi
!39=
;<1: (14)
Proof. We obtain for the variance, by Lemma 3.5(2),
lim
n!1Var
(
1
n
nX
i=1
Xi
)
= lim
n!1
1
n2
nX
i=1
nX
j=1
fEfXiXjg − EXiEXjg
= lim
n!1
2
n2
nX
i=1
1
i
i−1X
j=1
(j − 1)
= lim
n!1
2
n2
nX
i=1
i2 − 3i + 2
2i
=
1
2
:
By Lemma 3.5(3) we have
E
8<
:
 
1
n
nX
i=1
Xi
!39=
;6 1n3
nX
i=1
nX
j=1
nX
k=1
EfXiXjXkg63 :
Now, by Eq. (14), the process
(
1
n
Pn
i=1 Xi
2
is uniformly integrable and hence, if
1
n
Pn
i=1 Xi converges to C, the variances converge to 0, which is a contradiction to
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(13). Therefore, with probability one, the average density of order two of [X −T; X ]
at the origin fails to exist and, using the Palm property as in Corollary 3.2, we infer
that, with probability one, the average density of order two of [0; T ] fails to exist at
almost every point.
4. The density distribution of planar Brownian motion
The proof of Theorem 2.2 will be given by means of Laplace transforms. As in
the arguments before we rst study a stopped Brownian motion. For this purpose x
B > 0 and denote
 = infft>0 : jBt j>Bg and  = supft60 : jBt j>Bg:
Let 1 = [0; ], 2 = [; 0] and  = [; ].
Lemma 4.1. Almost surely, for every ; >0 and 0< r61,
lim
#0
1
logjlog j
Z 1=e

exp

−

1(B(0; rt))
'(t)

− 

2(B(0; rt))
'(t)

dt
jt log tj
=

1
1 + r2

1
1 + r2

:
Proof. We use the same approximation technique as in the previous section. For every
b > 0 denote an = Be−bn and dene the Markov chain Xn as before for the Brownian
motion (Bt)t>0 with stopping time  and in the same way an independent Markov
chain Yn for the Brownian motion (B−t)t>0 with the stopping time −. Recall from
Lemma 3.7 that, almost surely for all an+16t6an,
e−2br2 (−Xn −  Yn) + o(1)6−

1(B(0; rt))
'(t)

− 

2(B(0; rt))
'(t)

6 e2br2 (−Xn+1 −  Yn+1) + o(1);
and therefore it suces to show that, for xed ;  > 0,
lim
n!1
1
log n
nX
i=1
e−Xie−Yi
i
=

1
1 + 
 
1
1 + 

:
We start by calculating the limit of the expectations. By Eq. (5),
E

e−Xi
}
=
1X
k=0
1
i

i − 1
i
k
e−(k=i) =
1
i − (i − 1)e−=i !
1
1 + 
:
Using the independence of Xi and Yi we thus get
lim
n!1 E
(
1
log n
nX
i=1
e−Xie−Yi
i
)
=

1
1 + 
 
1
1 + 

:
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Our next aim is to estimate the variance. For this purpose let i>j and use Eq. (6) to
see
E

e−Xie−Xj
}
=
1X
k=0
1
j

j − 1
j
k
e−k=j

e−=i + (1− e−=i)(i − j)k
1 + (1− e−=i)(i − j)k+1
=

j
(
1 + (1− e−=i)(i − j)− e−=j (e−=i + (1− e−=i)(i − j) (j − 1)−1 :
A straightforward calculation yields
E

e−Xi
}
E

e−Xj
}
E fe−Xie−Xjg = 1−
(1− e−=i) (j(1− e−=j)− j2(1− e−=j)(
i − (i − 1)e−=i (j − (j − 1)e−=j :
The modulus of the fraction on the right is bounded by a constant multiple of j=i.
Using the independence of Xi and Yi we infer that, for some constant C > 0,
E

e−Xie−Yi
}
E

e−Xje−Yj
}
E

e−Xie−Yie−Xje−Yj
} >1− C  (j=i);
and, because the denominator is bounded by 1,
E

e−Xie−Yie−Xje−Yj
}− Ee−Xie−Yi} Ee−Xje−Yj}6C  (j=i):
This implies, for n>2,
Var
(
1
log n
nX
i=1
e−Xie−Yi
i
)
=
1
(log n)2
nX
i=1
nX
j=1
1
ij
(
E

e−Xie−Yie−Xje−Yj
}−Ee−Xie−Yi}Ee−Xje−Yj}
6
2C
(log n)2
nX
i=1
iX
j=1
1
i2
6
6C
log n
:
Chebyshev’s inequality yields, for suciently large n,
P
  1log n
 
nX
i=1
e−Xie−Yi
i
!
−

1
1 + 
 
1
1 + 
> 
!
6
24C
2log n
:
By the Borel{Cantelli lemma we get, for sn = 2(n
2), almost surely
lim
n!1
1
log sn
snX
i=1
e−Xie−Yi
i
=

1
1 + 
 
1
1 + 

and, for k arbitrary, say with sn−1  k  sn, we can repeat previous arguments and
sandwich the sum between two sums which both converge to the same limit. This
nishes the proof.
By the continuity theorem for Laplace transforms (see e.g. Kallenberg (1983), 15.5.2)
we infer from the case r = 1 in Lemma 4.1 that the distribution of the '-density
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function at the origin with respect to 1 or 2 converges almost surely to a stan-
dard exponential distribution and that the distribution with respect to  converges
almost surely to the distribution of the sum of two independent standard exponen-
tially distributed random variables, which is the gamma distribution with parameter
two.
The result is now proved for the density distribution at the origin of the occupation
measure 1 and  of the stopped Brownian motion. The argument needed to extend this
result and obtain the statement of Theorem 2.2 is exactly as in the previous section.
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